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look so good ; and they had not any too much confidence in
bankers to begin with, For the United States at large had
come to think of any banker as a man who makes a dubious
fortune by lending other people's money on insufficient
security in the intervals that he can spare from selling worth-
less bonds to his confiding customers, That loss of confidence
was rounded off by the official scurryings of Mr. Hoover's
last week in office, duly dramatised by an efficient Press.
That was, at any rate, how the crisis came to Chicago.
The city by the lake was big and bright as usual. There
were more empty shops and fewer shows at the theatres;
and the Police Department, as the car spun down the broad
avenue picking up hoarse wireless intimations of suburban
homicides, pushed its gun a little farther under the driving
seat and volunteered the information that the pickpockets
were now reduced by the depression to picking one another's.
But there was no reason in the world that anyone could see for
economic extremities. None, that is to say, excepting those
that they could find in the newspapers. Those heated narra-
tives of bankers in anxious conference were enough to quicken
any pulse; and pulses duly quickened. One morning
there was a quiet crowd on the pavement outside a down-
town bank and armed guards inside, standing in leather coats
and fingering their automatics, as they watched busy
cashiers shuffle their property across the counter to gratified
depositors. Two days were passed in that agreeable exercise
—two days of novel spectacles for European visitors, who
had'never seen a run on a bank. Meanwhile the newspapers
made no attempt to stop the rush, to create confidence, to tell
depositors that it was just a shade unpatriotic to line their
pockets at an awkward moment for the country's banking
system. Perhaps no one would have paid attention if they
had ; but they never tried. The run continued; and then
the banks were closed by law. Without pretending to un-
ravel their too complex economics, it may be said that in
whole sections of the country where the banking position was
essentially sound the banks were closed by public suspicion

